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About This Content

Begin your adventure in Eldevin with an exclusive Steam-Powered Jitterbug Mount and more:

Eldevin Deluxe Pack

1 Steam Backpack (64 slots)

1 Backpack Slot Unlock

2 Mega Experience Potions (+100% experience / 2 hours each)

Jitterbug Mount (Account Wide)

Level 1 Riding Training

Steam Samurai Vanity Set

Note : All items except the potions are bound to your Eldevin account. Once learned the Jitterbug Mount will be available on all
characters on your Eldevin account however you will be required to learn the riding skill on each character to use it.
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eldevin deluxe pack

Personally, i think that this pack is one of the most helpful packs that i have ever seen. Most pack are super expensive and give
you stuff you will burn up. The 64 slot backpack w\/ key is one of the most useful. The Vanity armor with mount is the coolest.
The exp potions, i haven't used yet but they are going to be very very useful. Just got the game yesterday. Will play every day
now, because if this pack and the game being so fun.. Great deal! way better if you get it on sale! having a mount at low level is
really nice and the extra bag space also makes it easier to get crafting up.. how do i recive the items? i bought this and havent
gotten any of the things stated
. A very fun game no less but ive no idea how to activate this ,for it is not in inventory or anything that i could find it would be
helpfull if someone could help me and others.. support the devs and pick this up game is awesome btw!!. I installed the game 2
hours ago and haven't quit playing, it's incredible. Seems more like an older based game giving it a good feel. It almost seems
like ultima from what I can tell, you can learn spells and train points based on how you want your character to play. Every level
you get attribute points that can go into 6 groups. Vit, Focus, Melee, Ranged, Soccery, and another I cannot remember at the
moment. Depending on how you spend the points can define your character. Also there are skill trees that you put points into
based on your play style, such as warrior, rogue, healer, mage. The gaame is heavely based around crafting, you can craft
everything from potions, to weapons, armor, and even jewlery. The game does have subscription offers, but nothing that makes
the game pay to win, you get bonus exp and things like that just to make it go by quicker if you do pay. but I have level 8 and
have been playing for 2 hours. Max level is 40 from what I've heard. Starter packs done right. Essentials like backpack space
and a mount. JUST ONE. Not a dozen different looking mounts just to pad the price, not a ton of consumables you'll probably
never use. Just a pack of stuff you'd probably buy from the store before anyone else.. HOW DO I RECEIVE MY ITEMS!!
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